16	Mining
dig coal wherever found within the lands in question,
but it soon became usual to limit the output either by
fixing the maximum amount to be taken in one day,
or more usually in early leases by restricting the number
of workmen to be employed.   In 1326 Hugh of Scheynton
granted to Adam Peyeson land at Benthall with all
quarries of sea coal, employing four labourers to dig the	?;
same, and as many as he chose to carry the coals to- the	*
Severn.1   Slightly before this date we find that payment
was made at Belper according to the number of picks
employed, the royalty on one pick in 1315 being over
£4.2   In 1380 the prior of Beauvale in leasing a mine of
sea coal at Newthorpe to  Robert Pascayl and seven
other partners,3 stipulated that they should have only
two  men  in" the   pit,   a viewer  (servaunt de south la
terre),  and three men above ground.4    The lessees of
a pit at Trillesden in 1447 were ' to work and win coal
every day overable [i. e. working day] with three picks
and ilk pick to win every day  60 scopes ',6 and   at
Nuneaton, in 1553, the lessees were not to employ more
than six workmen at the time.6   In this latter case there
was a further stipulation that the pits when exhausted
should be filled up with ' yearthe and slecke ', while at
Trillesden the pit was to be worked workmanlike and
the miners were to * save the field standing', pointing
to a fairly elaborate system of galleries and pillars liable
1 V. C. H. Shrops., ii. 454.	*  V. C. H. Derby, ii. 350.
3	Such partnerships were not uncommon ;   e. g. in 1351 W. de
Allesworth  demanded  25. iojd  from  Geoffrey Hardyng,  as the
seventh part of 20s. paid to Geoffrey and his partners for coal got
at Nuneaton.t—Add. Ch. 49532.
4	Aug. Off. Misc. Chs., ii. 21 r.
r> Galloway, op. cit., 70.	6 Acid. Ch, 48948.

